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Events Calendar
Meeting coordinator:

Randall Henderson
503-297-5045
MONTHLY MEETING: 2nd Thursday of each month

The March meeting will be at Joe Miller's hangar at
Hillsboro Airport. Joe is building an RV-9A with the help
of Mike Robertson.
Directions
There is a new driving entrance to the NE T Hangars,
and the old one over by the terminal could be closed by
the time of the meeting. So be sure to read these directions even if you've been there before. From Portland/

From Hillsboro take Cornell road north, turn left on
Brookwood Parkway, left again just beyond the brown T
hangars, up to the keypad gate.
We'll plan to have someone at the gate to let people in
between about 6:45 and 7:30. If there's no one there,
just back up until you see where we're gathering and
honk your horn. The hangar is A-13, it's in between the
second and third rows of hangars on the side adjacent
to the Nike corporate hangar.
IMPORTANT: The NE T hangar area is an ACTIVE
AIRCRAFT MOVEMENT AREA. Drive slowly and watch
out for aircraft. Park only off the hangar ends or up
against the fence; do not block taxiways or hangar
doors. If it gets more than 4 cars deep, park off another
hangar end. And don't drive onto the taxiway!
Flying
Hillsboro's identifier is KHIO. Once you land, tell the
tower controller you're going to the northeast Ts, and
they can direct you if you're not familiar with the airport.
Once you get to the hangars, taxi down a couple of rows
and you should see us on your left.
Plane Pool!
Members who plan to fly to the meeting are encouraged
to take this opportunity to share any empty seats .
EAA CHAPTER 105 Pancake Breakfast:

Learn to eat grits on the first Saturday of every month
at Twin Oaks Airpark, 8:00 am, $5.00 (usually lot’s of
RVs to look at, too!)
This month: 3/1/2003
EAA CHAPTER 105 Monthly Meeting:

Third Thursday of every month at the EAA 105
hangar/clubhouse, Twin Oaks Airpark, 7:00 pm.
www.eaa105.org for details
This month: 3/20/2003
EAA CHAPTER 782 Monthly Meeting:

Beaverton take Sunset Highway (US 26) west to the
Helvetia Road exit. Turn left off the exit (Shute Rd.) Follow the road south as it goes through three stoplights
and becomes Brookwood Parkway. Just past the big
new Nike corporate hangar on your right, turn right and
drive up to the keycode gate for the NE T Hangars.
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Fourth Tuesday of every month at Pearson Air
Museum, 7:00 pm.
This month: 3/24/2003
EAA CHAPTER 902 Monthly Meeting:

Second Wednesday of every month at Mulino Airpark
7:00 pm
This month: 3/12/2003
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This Month’s Contributors
Randy Lervold - first of three articles, tests new props (in this Elimidate of props, who will be the ultimate survivor? :-)

Bob Haan has more tool tips this
month (I’d love for my work to be
half as nice as Bob’s)

Randall Henderson—monthly
meetings and fly-out activities (also
offered to by all the beer at the
next board meeting, what a guy,
makes me thirsty thinking about it!)

Kevin Lane—editor (smiling here
because he hasn’t yet realized that
his medical has expired and the
customs lady is going to check)

Mike McGee - editor (such a
good pilot that he gives parrots
flying lessons!)

February Home Wing meeting at
Van's Aircraft on the Aurora
State Airport
The crowd was the biggest I've seen at a Home Wing
meeting. I didn't get a head count but there was probably 100 people in attendance. I didn't get a list of how
many flew in, I know at least one guy, Greg Vouga got
his first RV ride with Randall on the way to the meeting. Many attending were from the usual crowd and I
saw more spouses/significant-others than I've seen before. Of course most builder's shops/homes could not
have held this many people. We had about a dozen first
timers at the meeting, some of whom are already building planes.
After we were fed with plenty of pizza, chips and
soda, Randall called the meeting to order a little early,
there were some shop tours on the schedule. The newer
folks that had never been to Van's got the full tour of the
facilities from the proto shop to parts production to shipping and receiving. Van's has an impressive amount of
inventory as you can see by some of the photos. Tom
Green mentioned that all the quick build fuselages that
you see are sold and the backlog is into next summer.
The old timers and new comers alike were anxious
to see the goings on in the proto shop where the RV-10
is taking shape. This is going to be an impressive plane
and the ideas were flying as everyone looked over the
new wings, tail, fuselage, instrument panel and six cylinder engine that were forming an airplane. Greg said,
"skip the back seats, set it up as a bed and you've got a
great RV (ahem) to go camping in. In and out of 1200
foot strips and 175 mph getting there.” I’m looking at
that baggage capacity as a two seater and thinking.."..Skiing anywhere in the Rockies between Taos
and Lake Louise on any weekend and all your skis and
gear will fit in the back just fine. Fly out on Friday and
home on Sunday, get into airports that airlines don't, no
airline hassles with hauling your skis and you can make
that meeting on Monday morning…or not." Not a
skier? You'd have no trouble with two full sets of golf
clubs in there and access to any course in the western
US in a day. Did someone say four seats? What's that
all about???
(Continued on page 4)

but honey, you said you went to the meeting….
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(Continued from page 3)

Mile Stones--Dean Psiropolis has mounted his wings on his RV6A for the first time. (..Canadian RV-6 : -6eh?..Ahem..
Sorry, Joe Miller joke) P-) Randall installed a new
Digitrak auto pilot in his RV-6 and reports that it is
working very well. “Flies the plane better than he
does.”

With all the attention that MT, Hoffman, Whirlwind, and Aerocomp props are getting, Hartzell has not
been resting on its laurels. Van’s has been testing some
new blades from Hartzell that are proving to be good
performers on the RV-8. The only downside at this
point is the blades make a 77" diameter prop. The only
plane they fit on at this time is the RV-8 (and –10?).
Stay tuned.

New Stuff at Van's

Duckwork’s Webfoot Wheel Pants
Don Wentz fielded a number of questions about
this newly mentioned product. He referred all questions to VAF HWNL Editor In Command Kevin Lane.
...Yes, this is a joke, there are no Webfoot wheel pants.
(but I read it in the Homewing newsletter, it must be
true :-)

Request for building assistance
Virgil Mays has an RV-6 going together at the
Scappoose airport. It's a slow build and he could sure
use some help to finish it off and get it in the air. Anyone with building experience interested in helping contact Virgil at (503) 543-7697 or
vetteman@centurytel.net.

Randy Lervold's Whirlwind
Prop Testing
Randy gave a very extensive report on his prop testing
for his RV-8. He has been running a Hartzell since hour
1 and is making the effort to improve an already great
performer by testing a couple of composite props from
Whirlwind. The article on page 6 is direct from his web
site and shows what it really takes to get good performance data. From Randy Lervold at
http://www.RV-8.com/

New Blades from Hartzell
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Tom Green, while waxing poetic about spectacular
sales figures, showed off some new items that have
made their way into Van's Catalog. Most have learned
about the Firewall Forward Package that has been available for about a year. This has proven to be one of the
best section kits available as it is a complete standardized package of all the hoses, cables, this's and that's,
that are needed to get your Lycoming plumbed, cabled,
and wired
to your
new fuselage. It is
also built
to standard
aircraft
specs so
you know
you are
getting
tried and
true aircraft
grade gear.
And you
thought NAPA stood for National Aircraft Parts Association. A new governor for CS props is part of the
package and is getting good reviews. Not only is it
$200 less than the previous catalog item, they are reporting that it's response is a little quicker. The governor is available separately as are all items in the Firewall Forward kit.
New to the catalog and thanks to research done by
Bruce Reynolds are preformed seat cushions for the
side-by-side planes. Models for the -8 (and hopefully -4
and -3) are coming as well. These seat cushions are
built up of layers of Conforfoam / Temporfoam type
cushion (astronaut couch foam) that conforms to the
new FAA specs for energy absorption during a high G
force, um, landing. Besides that, if you have never used
this type of seat cushion you don't know what you are
missing. There is a reason that Oregon Aero
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http://www.oregonaero.com/ gets about 3 Ben
Franklins per seat for one, uncovered foam backsidesculpture.
This is what
you want for
any crosscountry
work over a
couple of
hours, your
backside
will thank
you. By the
way, these
are only
$190 at
Van’s for a
set of two seats complete with full-scale patterns included for the upholsterer in your family.
Last but not least, LightSPEED Aviation,
one of our local fine airplane goodies suppliers, has
teamed up with Van's to offer the QFR Cross Country
headset in a special configuration for RVs
dubbed the QFR Cross
Country II. These are a
lightweight, active noise
reduction type headset
that has made good reviews on AvWeb.

http://www.anrheadsets.com/qfrreview.html
The ANR is rated at 10-12 dB noise reduction
on top of the whopping 28.7 dB passive noise reduction
(just the ticket for a typical RV). While the active reduction is mild it also has a mild price tag to go with it.
What do the II’s have the others don’t? LightSPEED’s
Confor-Foam ear seals (much better than gel) and the
ANR control has an interface for music audio and audio
checklists such as that found on the Anywhere Map.
Yep; just plug it into the iPAQ or intercom to hear your
checklists and flight obstacle warnings while listening to
Tree Top Flyer; all in the comfort of your own headset.
——Mike

I am building my fuselage right now. What a difference from the wings, which were totally prepunched and
simply required lining up the holes with a clecoe. Only
the skins are prepunched on the –8. Still, this is decades
past building my –6A where I drilled all of the holes and
actually had to use a tape measure. On the –8 I assemble the bulkheads and frame and then used the skins to
determine their final location. Each skin has one hole
that is common to both skins. Some inaccuracies can
develop and the skins will pivot and accommodate
them, otherwise, 16’ away, a quarter rivet hole diameter
inaccuracy at the firewall translates into several inches
(Continued on page 15)

Future article ideas—help us now
I was pleased at how Sam stepped up and offered to
help shoot some RV video. Brian and I gave Sam and
his wife, Abby, a couple of hour plus long rides around
Mt. Hood and up the Gorge as we made a practice run.
Look for a short movie in the near future.
I would like someone to take over the “New Guys/
Old Codgers” article each month. It should take but an
hour to do entirely. You can even change the format if
you like. It would be an easy way to help the group.
Personally, I’d like to see a spouse take the job on,
we’re short of the female point of view around here (not
at home mind you, just here) And yes, I’ll give you a
ride in my plane, if that’s what it takes. You just have
to ask. I don’t think I’ve turned down anyone yet. (and
gee, no one has ever asked twice, now that I think
about it :-)
We have a file of photos which is probably much
like your home photos, a big box of them. I have started
to sort them by categories, but would like someone to go
through and delete the duplicates and bad pictures, and
put names on member’s pics. This could be an easy job
to do while sitting in a hotel room with nothing to do
but drink, perhaps. I can burn you a CD with the photos.-kevin
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In Search of the Ultimate Propeller: Part 1
By Randy Lervold

W

hen planning my RV-8 I knew right from
the start that I wanted a constant speed prop.
Any aircraft with the speed envelope of an RV (50-230
mph) would be operating under a serious compromise
with a fixed pitch prop. Therefore I planned on installing the Hartzell compact hub constant speed prop that
Van's offers it's builders right from the outset. My
Hartzell has performed admirably and I really have no
complaint with it, but... if you have an experimental aircraft that you've built yourself you know about that little
voice in your head that keeps talking to you. "Gee, if I
just made this change I could (substitute any of the following here: make it go faster, make it more efficient,
make it more functional, make it look better, etc. ad
nauseum)". That little voice has been talking to me
about propellers. My engine/prop combination is probably the single most common RV power train there is,
and I'm sure there will be many builders interested in
what can be achieved with this proposed prop switch,
hence this page.
My prop upgrade began by reading an article in
the December 2000 issue of Custom Planes Magazine
by Larry Olson titled "Constant-Speed Pitch Distribution". In this very interesting article Mr. Olson explains
that even though a constant speed propeller changes its
pitch to suit the condition, there is more that must be
considered in assessing efficiency. Although the whole
blade does indeed change pitch, the twist of the prop at
any point on it's blade can only be optimized for one
airspeed and rpm. Therefore inefficiencies are introduced under any other condition. To be sure, a constant
speed prop is a quantum leap in efficiency over a fixed
pitch model, but this twist profile (aka pitch distribution) concept made sense and got me curious. After a bit
more reading I learned that the Hartzell HC-C2YK-1BF
that Van's sells for the O-360 family, and that I have on
my plane, is optimized for airframe speeds slower that
the typical RV cruises at and therefore the whole blade
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is not providing optimum thrust at all stations under that
condition. Hmm.
Also, while I have the standard 8.5-1 pistons in
my O-360, I do have electronic ignition, Unison's LASAR system specifically. Hartzell's recent position on
higher compression ratios and electronic ignition systems pointed out that with either higher compression or
electronic ignition systems there would be a greater
power pulse being generated that introduces additional
resonance modes. In addition to observing the NO
CONTINUOUS OPERATION FROM 2,000-2,250
RPM restriction, they explained that there was another
vibration zone at or above 2,600 and that time spent in
that range should be minimized while at high power
settings if you have either high compression pistons or
electronic ignition. Following is Hartzell's "position letter" on this issue obtained from Brad Huelsman at
Hartzell Propeller in Ohio:
(see next page)
Well, there are just some times when I want to
go fast, and to do that it's balls-to-the-wall which means
continuous operation at 2,700 rpm. While I will of
course observe Hartzell's recommendation of this extra
restriction, coping with this vibration/resonance problem can be added to my quest for an optimized pitch
profile. Now as long as I'm motivated to deal with these
issues, which means looking at alternative propellers,
wouldn't it be nice to shed some weight as well? And so
begins my quest for prop alternatives. Before beginning
however, lest I get distracted, I thought it would be a
good idea to establish some clear objectives to be
achieved with a possible prop swap…
Increase performance:
If pitch profile is optimized for the RV speed
range, and with the latest thinking in blade aerodynamics, I would expect the following performance increases:
Increase of at least 5-10 mph at 75%
cruise or above.
Increase of 200-400 fpm climb at 130 mph
below 8,000 ft.
Reduction of noise and perception of
"smoother operation".
Eliminate vibration concerns - Since composite
materials tend to absorb vibration by their na-
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Hartzell position letter:
The Hartzell propeller Model HC-C2YK-1BF/F7666A-2 has been vibrationally approved per FAR23.907
on the standard production Lycoming Engine Model O-360-A1A, and similar models, rated at 180 H at
2700 RPM with a restriction to avoid continuous operation between 2000 and 2250 RPM. The propeller
vibration characteristics and stress amplitudes on a reciprocating engine installation are primarily mechanically generated by the engine. Any modification to the standard engine configuration to include high compression pistons, electronic ignition, FADEC, tuned induction and exhaust, and turbocharging or turbonormalizing have the potential to adversely effect the propeller vibration characteristics and stress amplitudes. Hartzell Propeller, therefore, does not endorse any such engine modification unless the specific
engine and propeller configurations have been tested and found to be acceptable vibrationwise.
The Lightspeed electronic ignition is not certified for use on any aircraft engines so its use is limited to the
experimental/amateur built market. Hartzell recently conducted a test with the propeller model HC-C2YK1BF/F7666A-2 installed on a standard Lycoming O-360-A1A engine, except for a modification to equip it
with the Lightspeed ignition in place of one magneto. The results of this test show an increase in the propeller vibratory stress amplitudes within the 2000-2250 RPM range currently covered by the operating restriction noted in the first paragraph, and additionally above 2600 RPM with high power settings. Based on
this data, continued safe use of this propeller on O-360-A1A and similar engines equipped with Lightspeed
electronic ignition would require the following:
1. Continuation of the current restriction to avoid continuous operation between
2000 and 2250 RPM.
2. An additional restriction to limit operations above 2600 RPM to takeoff. As soon as practical after takeoff the RPM should be reduced to 2600 or below.
3. The propeller blades are life limited (with electronic ignition or higher compression) to 20,000 hours of
operation.
ture then virtually any composite prop would
eliminate the resonances issue experienced
with the Hartzell. While I don't have much need
to spend time in the 2,000-2,250 range, I am
more concerned about the newer advice against
high power high prop rpm operation. The simple
fact of the matter is that our engines put out
more horsepower at 2,700 and when you want
to get to your 10,500 cruise altitude at gross
weight you want to keep it spinning to get there
as quickly as possible. I don't want to have to
pull the prop speed back, and thus the power
produced, for fear of shortening my prop's life.
Lower weight - Every RV builder wants the lightest plane possible to enhance it's flying qualities
and maximize its carrying capacity. Most of the
composite prop options would allow me to lower
the empty weight of my plane by 10-30 lbs. This
reduction would also shift the CG aft a bit which
in my case would be just fine, I'm still forward of
the aft CG limit with a 240 lb. pax and 40 lbs. of
baggage in the aft baggage compartment.

Now that I'd established my objectives the search
began. With these objectives the first decision I could
make was to go with a composite prop instead of an aluminum alternative. After all, the vibration and resonance
issues raised by Hartzell are largely due to the natural
properties of aluminum which can resonate somewhat
like a tuning fork. Any composite prop would be inherently more damp and therefore less susceptible to sympathetic resonances.
Initial research into the composite prop options indicated that at this time (fall 2002) there were three alternatives. They are from MT Propeller, Whirl Wind Propellers, and Aero Composites. Below is an overview of
the three options. For comparison, the Hartzell is 55 lbs
plus the Van's spinner assembly which I would estimate
at 3 lbs. Therefore all three options would be lighter
than the Hartzell's system weight of 58 lbs.

The first decision was to go with a two or three blade
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design. In doing my research I learned that there are inherent advantages and disadvantages to each. As part of
my investigative process I exchanged e-mails and had
phone conversations with each manufacturer. While at
AirVenture 2002 I visited with the Aero Composites
and MT Propeller folks at their booths, Whirl Wind did
not display.
I was initially attracted to a 2-blade design for the simple intuitive reason that there is less blade area and
therefore less drag. We have all heard that 3-blade props
improve climb, it's a popular retrofit for Cessnas and
Bonanzas, but since I was more interested in improved
cruise speeds and not necessarily improved climb (RVs
climb pretty darned well already!), this became my initial direction. As I learned more and more from various

sources however it turns out there's a very small difference in efficiency with the 3rd blade, something on the
order of .5% loss due to the increased area. There are
also offsetting factors in favor of a 3-blade design.
When I distill down what I've gleaned I get the following summary.
(see table below)
Admittedly this is a fairly simplistic lay summary of
some fairly sophisticated engineering and aerodynamic
principles; nevertheless this is how it sorts out from my
point of view. Deciding on a prop however is not as
simple as just looking at the features and benefits, there
are a lot of other important considerations such as the
reputation and support of the manufacturer, weight, and
cost. Every manufacturer uses different techniques
which can alter the fundamental balance of characteris-

MT Propeller

Whirl Wind

Aero Composites

Model

MTV -12-B/183-59

150

n/a

Blades

3

3

2

72"

69"

72"

44 lbs

29 lbs

45 lbs

Certified

Experimental only

Experimental only

Diameter
Weight
spinner

w/

Status
TBO

72 months or 1,800 hours

Estimated at 1,000 hrs or 5 years.
May be lengthened in the future not established
based on ongoing evaluation of

Notes

New design with scimitar blade
shape. Thinner and more efficient than previous designs.
New material on back to prevent
blade erosion.

Initially a maker of aerobatic props
only, the 150 was introduced specifically for the fast kitplane market: RVs, Lancairs, Glasairs. Beta
period was a full two years, now in
production.

Restrictions

When used with a non - Whirl Wind "recommends" limiting
Max rpm 2,700, no published
counterweighted crank O-360s a operation in the 2,050-2,300 rpm
restricted operating ranges.
restricted range from 2,050- range. Max rpm 2,700.

Price

$8,900 including spinner, special
$6,900 including spinner
price for RV builders through

$9,500 without spinner

www.mt-propeller.com

www.aerocomposites.com

Uses McCauley hub, or soon to
be introduced improved clone.
Scimitar blade shape, pitch profile optimized for 200 mph+ airframes.

Pic

Web site
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tics. For example you can see from the table that the
Whirl Wind is the lightest prop of the group yet it is also
a 3-blade design. The Hartzell is a 2-blade with less
drag than a 3-blade, yet it will likely not be the fastest
on an RV because of the pitch profile. So, many factors
must be looked at simultaneously in selecting the right
option for your application.
Assessing the manufacturer is an important consideration as well. As important as a prop is, I want the manufacturer to be credible and to be there down the road
should my prop need service or whatever. From this

standpoint clearly MT comes out on top with a long history of high-performance props and certified designs.
Clearly their track record is best, they have the most
complete testing (required for certification), and an established network of service centers. Whirl Wind and
Aero Composites are newer companies but with significant technical expertise in each case. I believe Whirl
Wind has been around a few years longer and does have
more props in the field. I was impressed with the fact
that the 150 design has been in "test period" for a full
two years before being released for full production just a
two months ago. They sent eight props out for installa-

2-bladed props
FEATURE

RESULT/BENEFIT

Less wetted surface

- less drag, improved cruise & top speed, especially with slippery airframes
where it would be a higher portion of total drag

Fewer blades

- less weight (in theory, not necessarily in practice)

3-bladed props
FEATUTE

RESULT/BENEFIT

More blade area

better dissipation of engine vibration
more area to transfer power to air; faster accelerastion, improved climb

Less horsepower per blade

lower amplitude pulses; less vibration

Frequency of pulse passes

frequency of noise shifted up (at 2700rpm , 2-blade = 5400 passes,

Increased

3-blade = 8100 passes) less perceived noise in cockpit

tion on various aircraft, including several RVs, and had the pilots return the props periodically for inspection. The
150 was put into production and offered for sale only after this period was completed. They report there were a few
relatively minor changes (none to the blade or hub) made to the design as a result of the test period data.
In doing my research I learned some interesting things from all the vendors, but especially from Whirl Wind: Whirl
Wind blades are dynamically balanced, not just matched by blade weight. The reason for this is that the moment of
any imbalance is more important than the outright amount. Once the blades are dynamically balanced the prop is assembled, then statically balanced. Builders should still have their props dynamically balanced in the traditional
method, but the measures taken by Whirl Wind ensure that the prop won't contribute to any imbalance, rather it will
be in the engine assembly.
So, which one to choose? All three of these props have pitch profiles suitable for the RV so that's not a consideration,
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and each manufacturer has certain characteristics that
are appealing. In the end though it was the light weight,
the fully finished spinner assembly, reasonable lead
time, apparent quality of both the design and construction, positive reports from their beta pilots, the candor
and enthusiasm of Jim and Patti Rust (proprietors), and
the overall value that caused me to pick the Whirl Wind.
With my decision made and my order in it was time to
collect some baseline performance data. If I can't make
an accurate comparison of any performance differences
then I'll never know if switching props was worth it. Jim
Rust suggested some fairly simple test parameters that
should quantify data on some key performance parameters yet not take days to collect.
Next installment: collecting data on the Hartzell, installing and testing the Whirl Wind 150… but will that
be the end of the story?
…Randy

More Propeller Facts

B

ill Freeman produced these graphs for the rotary engine groupies. He has designed a composite blade for an electrically controlled, reverse rotation hub. Perry Mick, (ducted fan Long-EZ in McMinnville) built the prototype currently being tested. Note
how at speeds above 140mph the graphs tend to all
merge, regardless of chord ratio(tip chord/root chord).
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A Test-Who? OK, what are they building?

hint - from an elite group of RV-10
builders!

If I Ran Van’s
Perry Mick’s prototype
composite blades ready
for torture testing.

Paul Lamar is developing
this electric hub for the
rotary engine users
which will use composite

Web du Jour
No thanks, I’ll fly commercial, it’s safer :-)
http://www.strangecosmos.com/view.adp?picture_id=8429

http://www.geocities.com/plmjohnson/exhaust.htm

I

f I Ran Van's... I'd take their tech support
staff and assign each of them to a specific
model family. With the ever increasing model range it
seems to be very difficult for any of them to stay up
with the specifics of a certain model and they are therefore less effective for builders who, of course, only call
with very specific questions. The upcoming RV-10 will
make this situation even worse. Each dedicated tech
support person would be required to have built, or at
least significantly assist in the construction of, the type
to which they are assigned. They would then be required
to stay in touch with all plans changes and mods coming
from their engineering department. Heck, they could
even write articles occasionally for the RVator on updates and changes. Van's would likely voice the objection "but what about when that person is off and someone calls". Others could do their best to fill in with more
general questions, but I think the builder would rather
wait for a person with intimate familiarity with their
specific aircraft than accept an incomplete or inaccurate
response.
...Randy Lervold
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aluminum angle flush with the left edge of the base.
This will allow positioning the piece being cut relative
to the left edge of the aluminum angle in addition to
positioning the cut relative to the saw blade.
You can drill and cleko plastic drafting triangles to the
plywood base to cut angles that are 30 or 45 degrees etc.
For added accuracy or to make saw cuts that are more
complicated, you can cleko the piece you are making to
the plywood base.
Try it, you’ll like it.
Next month, steel shot is not just for the birds and spatulas are not just for flipping hamburgs or pancakes.

Tool Tips by Bob Haan
Significantly enhance your band saw

Make this simple jig for your band saw. It allows you
to make straight saw cuts quickly, accurately and very
straight. Because the saw cut is very straight , deburing
and finishing these edges is very quick
To make this jig you will need an 8 inch by 12 inch by
½ inch piece of plywood for the base of the jig, An 8
inch piece of aluminum angle for the back stop and a 12
inch by 1/8 inch thick or more piece of aluminum that
is the width of the slot in your band saw ‘s worktable. I
used the steel guide from an old miter gage from an old
table saw.
Begin by making the metal guide that will run in the
track of your band saw’s worktabke. For accuracy, the
guide must run snugly in this slot. Attach the guide to
the plywood base making sure that the base extends to
the left of the blade when the guide is in the track of the
worktable.
Put the guide in the worktable track and cut the left edge
of the plywood base with the band saw. Position the
aluminum angle at the end of the base and perpendicular
to the left edge of the base using a large square. Make
sure the aluminum angle extends a little left of the saw
cut. After fastening the aluminum angle to the base, run
the jig back thru the band saw to cut the left edge of the
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This is the preferred way to
cut angle when
possible. Aluminum cuts
fine at higher
blade speeds
than for steel.

This cuts well
until you reach
the vertical
portion, which
then cuts
poorly because
the blade’s
teeth count is
basically incompatible(too
many)
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Kids — meet the new guys
name - Sam Behunin
building—undecided
employer—Nike, product development
pilot ratings —none yet

TC Notes
Randall Henderson

Sam shot digital video
of Brian and I flying around Mt. Hood and the Gorge
We intend to put together a short, entertaining video
with featuring several planes. He obviously has the
stomach and guts for any aerobatics I can dish out.

During technical counselor visits, I often come across
interesting things I've never seen before. Here's one I
saw at RV-7 builder Amit Dagan's -- a clever way to
keep all your nuts and washers out where you can SEE
them. Amit won't take credit for this one -- he says he
borrowed the idea from some other builder. But I'd
never seen it before so I thought it was worth sharing
with the group. (Just don't fall on the thing!)

I also visited Phil Spingola's RV-6 project recently. Phil
is really getting the good out of his truly tiny single car
garage. I always thought my RV shop was small, but it's
positively palatial compared to this one. Should be
really interesting when he gets to the fuselage!

Codgers—watch out for
these guys!
NAME Jeff Jasinsky
BUILDING —- 8 QB
RATINGS - privateSEL
OCCUPATION — HP
project manager
(wow, they aren’t all
fat with pointy hair:-)
CURRENT TASK—
finish kit, firewall
forward is 92.99%
done
FANTASY FLIGHT- fly
into Edwards Air
Force Base

Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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Wish List

D

ynon Development announces shipping date
for EFIS-D10

Dynon Development is pleased to announce it will begin shipments of the EFIS-D10 Electronic Flight Information System on March 3, 2003. An initial production
run of 100 units is in process and a second run of 1000
units will follow shortly.
We are continuing our policy of not accepting orders
until we are ready to ship the product. As a result, please
hold off contacting Dynon to order the EFIS-D10 until
March 3 at which point we will gladly take your order.
Delivery positions will be determined by several factors
such as when you first expressed interest in purchasing
and if your airplane is flying. We will ramp up production as quickly as possible to minimize the lead times
for the instrument.
We are deeply gratified by the overwhelming interest in
the EFIS-D10 and the enthusiasm you have expressed to
us both at airshows and in phone calls and emails. We
appreciate your patience and are very excited about releasing the EFIS-D10!
Gillian C. D'Ancicco
Business Manager
Dynon Development Inc.
(425)402-4404 Phone (425)984-1751 Fax

& Ken Scott were the furthest along at that point, working on their fuselage, others of us were working on
wings or tails but there were no flying planes represented in the original group. Of the 14 "founders", I
know of at least 6 that now have flying airplanes and
are still active in the group to various levels! Not bad.
At that point we were simply named the "Portland
Area RV Builders group". The Homewing name came
along several years later. The first newsletter was published in September 1990 and had columns and announcements on meeting schedule, Van's homecoming,
builders address and progress list, builders tips & tricks,
trading post and..... you guessed
it, PRIMERS. My hat is off to all the editors and publishers of the newsletter. My wife and I edited and published and licked stamps and stapled them all for a couple of years. When we passed the baton I think
the membership was just over 50. Its a lot of
work! My personal priorities changed with kids coming along and the RV took a back seat in priority but
not passion. My involvement and level of activity with
the homewing also changed, but I did finally fly my
RV-4 one year ago after 12 1/2 years, 3 kids, 2 jobs,
and 2 houses later. If you're still building, keep it up,
its worth it. Thanks to all the members and leaders that
have carried the torch and kept the group going and
growing into the superb organization it is today!
Steve Harris N144SH RV-4-

Homewing History( pre prepunched!)

T

he introduction columns for the new newsletter
editors sparked me to provide just a minor correction and perhaps some interesting history on where
the builders group has come from.
The first meeting was held August 9th, 1990 at the
home of Bill Kenny. We had a grand total of 14 people
on the mailing list at that time. Here are their names,
I'm sure you will recognize a few of them! Brent
Anderson, Larry Berry, Dennis Jackson, Keith Kelleman, Richard Kelly, Bill Kenny, Bob
Martilla, Bob Neuner, Jon Palmer, Steve Harris, Ken
Scott, Grady & Peter
Shull, Ted Styskel, and Don Wentz. Denny Jackson
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Some more history remembered...

March 2003
Hey Team,
I found an interesting article today which I snagged off
the Mid-Atlantic rv wings site. It was written Bill Cherwin, President of FAST (Formation And Safety Team).
Bill leads the 60 ship formation of T-6's at Osh. So I'm
guessing you could call him an 'authority' on formation
flying, particularly for our type missions. This is a a
good read, and I
will incorporate it into our training material.
http://www.mstewart.net/michael/rv/teamrv/library/
therightstuff.htm

(Continued from page 5)

of error at the tailwheel. So this is one of the fun parts
of building an RV, not unlike framing a new house
where you can say “hey, I built a house today”, despite
there being no closets, drywall, roof, plumbing… Then I
can get into the fun parts of customizing this plane,
things like a carbon fiber rollover bar, a tilt-over canopy
and a turtle deck, none of it seeming too scary after having already built one plane. And yes, Randy’s voice
still echoes in my head, “sounds like material for an article!”. -kjl
The northern lights
right here
in Oregon!
(pics
by
Sam B.)

Crater Rock, Mt. Hood

Where Are We?
Last month’s answer? –Kittyhawk Natl. Monument, of
course, gourmet popcorn? Redenbacher, (Orville), Mr.
Ed’s owner? (Wilbur) right? (Wright) c’mon guys,
too simple!

Brian heads home to TTD via the Gorge

This month’s hint—backseat of a local –8A looking
forward

And to think that his mother wanted him to be an anesthesiologist! (no, Brent doesn’t work in a blood bank)

Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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RV GRINS
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A

recent cranial MRI of Kevin Lane confirmed what was fairly obvious to many,
a serious case of RVitis of the cerebellum. Experts
disagree on the exact cause of this condition, but
this yet incurable disease appears to be highly contagious to male engineers and programmers starting
around age 30. It has been noted that this virus is
easily spread by contaminated RVs, especially the
factory demo planes. This disease, while not fatal,
seems to remain in the host body and often mutates
to other strains, sometimes years after lying dormant. In this particular case the disease was first
treated with the RV-6, type A, back in 1997. The
disease often fools its host into thinking it is in remission, only to return even stronger as a different
strain, despite treatment. It is thought that logged
flight hours may contribute to this permutation
process. In this example it is clear that the -6A
strain has returned as the tandem seated, tail wheel
-8. In a possibly first ever development, this case
Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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sports a turbo-powered rotary engine cell structure,
which will hopefully not prove fatal. In other noted
cases the disease has mutated into powered sailplanes, or stranger yet, white, BMW sports cars.
While it can be an expensive disease to treat, the
patient is rarely cured, and often denies being infected, believing that he has the disease under control. Victims can be often spotted at their spouse’s
company parties talking the entire night with one
other pilot, whose name they can’t remember on
the drive home. Like an alcoholic climbing back
on the wagon, the RVitis- inflicted can be quite convincing when they tell friends that they will never
build another plane. A new strain, the -10, has
been spotted in Aurora, Oregon, and feared that a
whole new round of this highly contagious rash
will hit the aviation community soon, with Oshkosh, Lakeland, and Arlington likely hot beds of
infection. If you suspect anyone of this disease you
can call (503) 678-6545 to schedule treatment.

March 2003

The Tool CRIB
Being a current Home Wing entitles you to access the group’s tools, a major benefit. The Home Wing owns a growing selection of those expensive and seldom-used tools that are very nice to have access to. This program is managed
by The Toolmeister: Brent Ohlgren, 503-288-8197, obrento@aracnet.com. Please help protect the group’s assets,
observe our Tool Policy:
Home Wing Tool Policy:

•

Everything goes through Brent — do not give the tool to another member.

•

Brent will keep an accurate sign-out sheet for each item so he knows where it is at all times.

•

Brent will inspect all tools upon their return. If there is any damage he will ask you to pay for the repair . More
Tool Crib rules can be found at the Home Wing website

EAA Technical Counselors & Flight
Advisers
The following Home Wing members have volunteered as technical counselors
under the EAA Technical Counselor program:

• Dan Benua 503-621-3323 danb@synopsys.com (EAA Ch. 105, RV-6A builder, Hillsboro-Scappoose-Portland area)
• Jerry Darrah 503-254-9992 (EAA Ch. 902, A&P, Glastar builder, Portland-Troutdale area)
• Randall Henderson 503-297-5045 randallh@attbi.com (EAA Ch. 105, RV-6 builder, Hillsboro-Portland area)
• Randy Lervold 360-817-9091, randy@rv-8.com (EAA Ch. 105, RV-8 builder, Vancouver/Portland area)
• Dave Lewis, Sr. 503-690-8237 (EA Ch. 105, multiple RV builder, Hillsboro-Portland area)
• Brian Moentenich 503-666-7518, Brian.L.Moentenich@usace.army.mil (EAA Ch. 902, RV-6A builder, PortlandTTD area)

• Mike Robertson 503-681-5537 mrobert569@hotmail.com (FAA A&P w/IA, RV-8A builder, Hillsboro-Portland)

The following Home Wing members have volunteered as flight advisors
under the EAA Flight Advisor program:

•

Dave Lewis, Sr. 503-690-8237 (EA Ch. 105, multiple RV builder, Hillsboro-Portland area)

Home Wing – Van’s Air Force
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Home Wing info:
A non-profit volunteer organization dedicated to building and flying Van’s RV Series Aircraft
Home Wing Management Team:
Newsletter Editors ................................Kevin Lane 503-233-1818, n3773@attbi.com
...........................................................Mike McGee 503 534-1219, jmpcrftr@teleport.com
Newsletter Print Publisher.....................Randy Griffin 360-944-7400, skydog-8@attbi.com
Membership (dues & database) .............Randy Lervold 360-817-9091, randy@rv-8.com
Meeting Coordinator.............................Randall Henderson 503-297-5045, randallh@attbi.com
Subscription Due Dates

Mail subscribers: Your renewal date is in the upper right corner of your mailing label. Use the form at the back of
this newsletter if there are any changes, otherwise just mail a check to the editor, or pay at a meeting.
E-mail subscribers: Look for your name and renewal date in the e-mail that the newsletter is attached to.
All subscription data is tracked in an Access database. Data entry errors can happen - if you find an error in your
renewal date please contact the Randy Lervold.

Classifieds...
FOR SALE
RV-6A QB Kit - Purchased new in 1999, never touched.
Tip-up canopy, tricycle gear, no finish kit. Includes wing
cradle. $15K - contact Ron at 503-696-2093 or email:
ronstory@xprt.net 3/03
Headsets—Flightcom Denali passive headset for $100,
Flightcom 4DX passive headset for $50 Contact Brad
@503-981-0161 or Brad@mendenhallinsurance.com 3/03
Duckworks Landing Lights - Retro-fittable, light, easy
installation. Kits start at $75, check ‘em out at
www.duckworksaviation.com
air/oil separator —used, good as new, $25 Kevin 503 233-1818 or
N3773@attbi.com 5/03

2001 RV6A 125 hrs on Aerosport 0-360/ AF/ Hartzell
Constant speed. Slider.
Fairings, etc., ready for paint. King 97 comm/K76A
Transponder, Electric
T&B, Flightcom 403 intercom, Vans engine
guages, Temperfoam Seats, chrome
steps, One piece top skins. Nice straight fast plane.
$60K 503-233-5863 eve until 10 pm

Classifieds are free to Home Wing members. Ads will run for three
months. Send to editor by e-mail or mail. Renewals ok, just let editor
know. Date at end of the ad is last month ad scheduled to run.

1991 RV-4 - 372 TT, 763 TTE, 160 hp Lycoming, dual
NavComm's w/GPS, EI engine monitor, elect. flaps, gmeter, strobes, landing & taxi lights, day/night VFR, extended gear, Wernke prop., canopy cover. $51,500. Cont a c t

B r a d

@ 5 0 3 - 9 8 1 - 0 1 6 1

WANTED
Experienced Builder Wanted
Need experienced help building my RV6A. Slow build
kit approx. 20% complete. Anxious to complete and
fly. If interested please call Virgil Mays at (503)543A

O

A

D

with group order of 5 or more.

a

l

The AOA PRO normally

sells for $1,495 and AOA SPORT for $890. Take off 15%
on either model for a group order. Shipping is $20 for
the PRO, $18 for the SPORT or $36 if all 5 are shipped to
one address. See www.angle-of-attack.com for info on
these products. If you have interest in group order conHomewing

member

Len

lakauf@earthlink.net or 503-885-1920.
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e

Angle-of-Attack Instruments has offered a 15% discount

tact
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o r

Kauffman

at
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IMPORTANT: The Van’s Air Force Home Wing newsletter is in no way a publication of Van’s Aircraft or any other corporation. All products
reviewed or mentioned are not necessarily recommended for use by the Home Wing, but are included for informational purposes only. All
building or flying tips represented only the means by which the builder whose name is associated with the tip chose to build or fly his/her aircraft. Builder’s tips are not meant to replace the plans and instructions from Van’s Aircraft. All information is presented only as a source of
information, and this newsletter is a forum for exchange and the sharing of ideas and construction methods only. NO responsibility or liability
is assumed, expressed, or implied as to the suitability, accuracy, safety or approval thereof. Any party using the suggestions, ideas, or examples
does so at their own risk and discretion and without recourse against anyone. The editor of the Home Wing newsletter and the builder’s tips
submitters are not responsible for any product, incorrect construction, design failure, unsafe aircraft operation practice, nor any other peril.
Any material printed within may not be reprinted without specific permission, and then should include credit to the original source and author.
The Home Wing newsletter is published more or less monthly. Subscriptions are $10/year. Complimentary issue for new builders upon request.
Mail or e-mail all subscriptions, ideas, tips, tricks, and articles to the newsletter editor.

Kevin Lane, Editor
102 NE 53rd Ave
Portland, OR 97213
N3773@attbi.com

(503) 233-1818

Mike McGee, the Other Editor
793 9th Street
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
(503) 534-1219
jmpcrftr@teleport.com

Home Wing Membership Sign-up/Renewal
To join or renew, fill out this form and mail to Randy Lervold, 5228 NW 14th Circle, Camas, WA 98607, along
with $10 for renewals or new subscriptions. Please make checks payable to either Randy Lervold or Home Wing.
If you are renewing you only need to give your name, payment method, and any other information that has
changed. Please don’t forget your e-mail address.
Use this form for address changes too!

name –

address –

City/state/zip-

home phone/work phone-

e-mail address-

EAA chapter –

Payment – cash( ) check( )
Info change only –( )
Building – RV3( ) RV4( ) RV6( )/6A( ) RV7( )/7A( ) RV8( )/8A( ) RV9( )/9A( ) RV10A( )
Status – empennage( ) wings( ) fuselage( ) finish( ) flying( ) prior RV projects?( )
*note – only e-mail(acrobat PDF format) delivery of newsletter is available for new members, no snail mail, sorry.
E-mail address is required to enable the newsletter retrieval
*above info to appear in a member roster listing available to members only
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